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Abstract. Reprogramming the sensor networks in place is an important and chal-
lenging problem. One way suggested for reprogramming is with the help of an
UAV (Unmanned Ariel Vehicle). To reprogram a sensor network with the help of
an UAV, one can either communicate the entire new program to one (or a few)
sensor in the field, or let the UAV communicate parts of the code to a subset of
sensor nodes on multiple channels at once. In the latter approach, the nodes need
to communicate with each other to receive the remaining parts of the program.
In this paper, we propose a protocol for such gossip between nodes. To better uti-
lize the multi-channel resources and reduce contention, our protocol provides a
multi-channel sender selection algorithm. This algorithm attempts to ensure that
in any neighborhood, at any time, there is at most one sensor transmitting on
a given frequency. Moreover, our sender selection algorithm is greedy in that it
tries to select the sender that is expected to have the most impact for each chan-
nel. Our protocol also conserves energy by putting the nodes that are unlikely to
contribute or receive data shortly to “sleep” state. Through simulation, we show
that our protocol is faster and more energy efficient than the existing reprogram-
ming approaches that assume that the new program is initially located only on a
small set of nodes.

1 Introduction

The problem of multihop reprogramming is necessitated by the facts that sensor net-
works consist of hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes and they are often deployed
in remote or hostile environments (e.g., battle fields, forests). It is demanding and
sometimes impossible to collect all the sensor nodes from the field for reprogramming.
Therefore, it is necessary to reprogram sensor networks in place.

One way suggested for reprogramming is with the help of an UAV (Unmanned Ariel
Vehicle). Specifically, in this approach, an UAV flies over the network and communi-
cates the new code to the sensors. Reprogramming with the help of an UAV can be
achieved in two ways. For one, the UAV could communicate the entire new program
to one (respectively, subset or all) sensor in the field. (This approach is also similar to
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the case where UAV drops a sensor with the new program on the field). This sensor (re-
spectively, set of sensors) then communicates the new program to the remaining sensors
using approaches such as [1–5].

Another approach for reprogramming with the help of UAV is based on the obser-
vation that while sensors (e.g., Mica2/Mica2Dot, XSM, Telos) are limited to sending
and receiving on one frequency at a time, the UAV is often more powerful and, hence,
can communicate at multiple frequencies at once. Thus, the UAV can divide the pro-
gram into multiple segments and transmit each segment on a different frequency. The
sensors themselves choose one of these frequencies and receive the corresponding seg-
ment. Clearly, one advantage of this approach is that the contact time required for UAV
is reduced. Moreover, by exploiting multi-channel resources, sensor nodes are able to
split the network traffic among different channels, and hence, reduce contention. Fi-
nally, there is data redundancy, since every segment is associated with many sensor
nodes. Compared to the type of communication that originates from one or a few seed
nodes, this gossip based communication has the potential to enable higher concurrency
and better utilization of channel capacity.

This paper focuses on the second approach. With this approach, the sensors then
need to communicate the remaining segments with each other. We denote this problem
as the gossip based multihop reprogramming of sensor networks. In particular, in this
problem, each sensor is associated with one of the segments from the new program.
(We also consider the case where only a subset of sensors have a segment, as long as
each segment is with at least one sensor). We proposeGappa, a gossip based multihop
reprogramming protocol, which utilizes multiple channels to rapidly and reliably re-
programs all the sensors in the network. We implementGappa on TinyOS platform [6]
and evaluate it through simulations on TOSSIM [7].

Contributions of the paper.

1. We propose a multi-channel sender selection algorithm, which tries to guarantee
that on each channel, only one sender is selected to transmit in a neighborhood at a
time. Moreover, the algorithm attempts to select the sender whose transmission is
expected to have the most impact on each channel. To better utilize multi-channel
resources, if a node loses in the sender selection for one channel, it will compete
to transmit code on a different channel that is available. In this way,Gappa propa-
gates code rapidly.

2. Gappa conserves energy by putting a sensor node to sleep if all the channels that it
attempts to transmit code on are busy, and it is not interested in receiving the code
segments that its neighbors are transmitting.

3. To enable gossip based communication,Gappa allows sensor nodes to receive seg-
ments that are out of order. There is less dependency on special nodes since every
node that has a segment is a potential sender. This, combined with multi-channel
usage and pipelining technique, leads to high concurrency in data exchange.

4. We implementGappa in TinyOS platform, and evaluate its performance using
TOSSIM. Through simulation, we compare with the state-of-art programming pro-
tocols, MNP [1] and Deluge [2], and show thatGappa reduces the reprogramming
time and energy consumption significantly.
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Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we present the gossip based multi-channel
reprogramming protocolGappa. In Section 3, we evaluate the performance ofGappa
under different network settings. We also present the performance comparison with
MNP and Deluge. We review related work in Section 4, and conclude in Section 5.

2 Protocol Description

We make no assumption about the underlying network topology and availability of
global services, such as localization or time synchronization. We consider networks
with stationary nodes. The sensor nodes are equipped with a single radio interface, thus
can communicate on one channel at a time. But they can switch to different channels at
run time.

The new program image that is to be deployed is divided inton segments (n is
normally a small number from 1 to 20). Each segment has a fixed number of packets.
We assume1 that the number of available non-overlapping channels is at leastn + 1.
We selectn + 1 non-overlapping channels, which are indexed from0 to n. Without
loss of generality, we define channel0 as thecontrol channeland channels1 to n as
the data channels. The control channel is used for transmitting the control messages
(e.g., advertisements, requests), while the data channels are used for the actual data
transmissions. Each data channel corresponds to one segment, i.e., segmentk (1 ≤
k ≤ n) is always transmitted on channelk. The control channel is also the default
channel, i.e., sensor nodes stay on channel0 unless they are transmitting or receiving
data packets of a certain segment.

Before we describe the algorithm in detail, we illustrate it using an example in
Figure 1. The numbers marked on the sensor nodes represent the segments they have
received. The edges represent communication links. We note several things from ob-
serving this simple network.

A B C

D E F

G H I

1,3 3 1

2,3 2 1,2

2 3 3

Fig. 1. Example sensor network

First, the nodes that have overlapping communication ranges cannot transmit the
same segment simultaneously as it will cause significant collision on the shared data
channel. For example, nodes A and B should not transmit segment 3 at the same time.

1 Note that this condition holds for most sensor platforms that are popularly used. For exam-
ple, a Mica2/Mica2Dot mote operating at 433MHz band can select separate channels with a
minimum spacing of 150KHz [8]. Hence, in the 420-446MHz frequency range, the number
of usable non-overlapping channels is 166. The basic principle inGappa is to assign each
segment a separate channel. Even in the case that the number available channels is not enough,
we can assign multiple segments to one channel. However, this issue is outside the scope of
this paper, as it is not required in current sensor networks.
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Second, on each channel, the choice of the sender that transmits next is not uniform.
If both nodes A and B want to transmit segment 3, B is a better choice than A, since
more nodes in the neighborhood are expected to benefit from the transmission of node
B.

Third, since sensor nodes can only communicate on one channel at a time, a node
that has multiple segments must select one segment as thepreferred segment, and will
transmit this segment if it is selected as the sender. The choice of the preferred segment
is decided by the status of its neighbor nodes. For example, node D might choose seg-
ment 2 as the preferred segment, because more nodes in its neighborhood request for
segment 2 rather than segment 3. However, if D finds that E has decided to transmit
segment 2, D cannot transmit segment 2 at the moment as it will cause collision with E
on channel 2. In this case, transmitting segment 3 is a feasible alternative for node D.

Our algorithm consists of two parts: the control logic on the control channel and the
operations on the data channels. We present these two parts in Section 2.1 and Section
2.2, respectively.

2.1 Operations on the Control Channel
Initially, all the sensor nodes are communicating on the control channel. Nodes perform
two major tasks on the control channel: decide which nodes should switch to a data
channel to perform data communication; and identify the nodes that are unlikely to
contribute or receive data shortly and put them to sleep. The switching policytries to
guarantee that for each segment, at most one node in a neighborhood is selected to
transmit the segment in the corresponding data channel. Moreover, it tries to select the
sender that is expected to have the most impact. To achieve this goal, we extend the
sender selection idea from MNP [1].

Multi-channel sender selection algorithm.In our algorithm, nodes perform sender
selection using advertisements and requests. Each node maintains a sequence of<SegID,
ReqCtr> pairs that indicate the segments it has received and the corresponding numbers
of distinct requests (from different requesters) for those segments the node has received
so far.ReqCtrsfor all the segments are set to 0 when a node starts advertising. When a
node receives a request that isdestinedto it from a “new” requester, it increments the
ReqCtrsfor the requested segments by one. Additionally, a node maintains apreferred
segmentID, which is the segment that is requested by most number of nodes, i.e., has
the highestReqCtr. The preferred segment ID is set to 0 if the node has not received
any request, and is recalculated whenever theReqCtrschange. In the case that there are
more than one segments have the highestReqCtr, the preferred segment is randomly
selected from these segments.

A node advertises the segments it has received, its preferred segment, as well as
the ReqCtrsfor all the received segments. Hence, an advertisement message includes
the sequence of<SegID, ReqCtr> pairs, the preferred segment ID, and other informa-
tion (program ID and size, source ID). When a node, sayj, receives an advertisement
message from a node, sayk, if j needs any of the segments that are advertised, then
it sends a request tok. The request message sent byj contains not only the IDs of
the segmentsj expects to receive fromk, but alsok’s preferred segment ID and the
correspondingReqCtrof k for that preferred segment (computed from the sequence of
<SegID, ReqCtr> pairs thatk sent in the advertisement message). While the request is
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intended (destined) to k, it is sent as a broadcast message withk as one of the fields.
Thus, when another node, sayl, receives the request,l is aware of the fact thatk is a
potential sender. This allows us to count for the hidden terminal effect wherel could
not have received the advertisement message fromk.

We note that a node sends a request to all senders that send the advertisement mes-
sages containing the code segments the node is interested in. This ensures that a node is
aware of all the requesters who are likely to receive the code if it is chosen to transmit
the code. Moreover, the sender selection is performed only among nodes that have the
same preferred segment. (For example, if a node, sayk, has preferred segment 3, and
its neighborl has preferred segment 1, they can transmit simultaneously on different
channels (channel 3 and 1) without interrupting each other.) Ifk loses tol that has more
requesters for the preferred segment,k takes the two actions in Figure 2.

1. Mask the preferred segment, and check to see if it has any segments that are not masked. If so,
start advertising the remaining segments (and try to transmit on a different channel that is currently
available). Otherwise, turn to idle stage.

2. Reset the ReqCtrs of all its segments to 0. Reset its preferred segment ID to 0. (This is due to the
fact that some of the old requesters of this node may be receiving code from the node that wins the
sender selection on a different channel.)

Fig. 2. Actions taken by a node that loses in the sender selection.

A node on the control channel is in one of the two stages: advertise stage and idle
stage. Initially, if a node has received a segment from an UAV, then it is in advertise
stage; otherwise, it is in idle stage.

Tasks in advertise stage.A nodeS in advertise stage broadcasts an advertisement
message every random interval (we use random interval to avoid message collision).
It reacts to the requests, advertisements, and “SwitchChannel” messages as described
next.

1. Actions taken by an advertising node on receiving a request.Every timeS receives
a request message, it checks to see if this message isdestinedto it. If the message
is destined to it, and is from a “new” requester thatS has not seen before,S incre-
ments theReqCtrsof the requested segments by one, and recalculates its preferred
segment ID. If the request message is destined to another nodeQ, Q has the same
preferred segment ID asS andQ has more requesters, thenS loses in the sender
selection, and will take the actions in Figure 2.

2. Actions taken by an advertising node on receiving an advertisement.WhenS re-
ceives an advertisement message from a nodeQ, if S needs any of the segments
Q advertises,S broadcasts a request message destined toQ after a short random
interval (to avoid collision with other request messages sent toQ). As mentioned
earlier, it puts the ID andReqCtrof Q’s preferred segment in the request message.
In addition,S also checks to see if it loses toQ in the sender selection algorithm. If
so,S takes the actions in Figure 2. Note that this sender selection procedure cannot
cause deadlock, as the node with the highestReqCtrof the preferred segment - with
appropriate tie breaker on node ID - will succeed.
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3. Actions taken by an advertising node on receiving a “SwitchChannel” message.If
S receives a “SwitchChannel” message from a nodeQ, which indicates thatQ is
going to transmit its preferred segment in the corresponding data channel. IfS is
interested in receiving the segment fromQ, thenS switches to the data channel for
that segment. Otherwise, if the segment thatQ is going to transmit is the same as
S’s preferred segment, which means thatS has lost the sender selection for this
segment, thenS takes the actions in Figure 2.

The advertise stage ends when a node has sent a given number of advertisements
continuously (without resettingReqCtrsor switching channels). At this point, if it has
received one or more requests, it broadcasts “SwitchChannel” messages and switches
to the data channel that is assigned to its preferred segment. Otherwise, it turns to idle
stage.

Tasks in idle stage. A node in idle stage can choose to keep its radio on to listen
to the channel, or turn its radio off to save energy. Thus, a node in idle stage is in one
of the two states: listen state (with radio on) and sleep state (with radio off). The length
of time t a node stays in idle stage, and whether it keeps its radio on (listen or sleep)
when it is idle, are decided by the status of the node and its observation of neighbors.
Specifically, a node maintains two boolean variables:TendToReceiveandTendToSend,
which indicates the node’s intention to receive or transmit a segment.TendToReceive
is set tofalseinitially and when a node has successfully received a complete segment.
When the node hears an advertisement, request, or “SwitchChannel” message, it checks
to see if it needs any of the segments that are advertised (or requested) in the message.
If so, the node sets itsTendToReceiveto true. TendToSendis set tofalsewhen a node
starts advertising. When the node hears an advertisement or request message, if it finds
that it has some segments that other nodes do not have (requested or not advertised), it
sets itsTendToSendto true.

When a node enters idle stage, if it has received the entire program, or itsTendToRe-
ceiveis false, then it goes to sleep state. Otherwise, it is in listen state. A node in sleep
state does not sleep through the entire idle stage. Rather, it takes short naps (say, 4s),
wakes up and checks the channel for a short amount of time (say, 0.5s) between naps. If
messages received during this interval causesTendToReceiveto becometrue, the node
turns to listen state, and keeps its radio on for the rest of time (in idle stage).

The length of idle staget is exponentially increased, starting with a minimumtl
to a maximumtu. This allows us to dynamically adjust the rate of advertising: nodes
advertise aggressively when reprogramming is actively in progress and advertise slowly
to save energy when most nodes have received the code.t is reset totl in two situations.
First, if a node switches to a data channel (to transmit or receive data), when it returns
to the control channel, it will resett to tl. Second, if a node receives a request, or its
TendToSendbecomestrue (i.e., it identifiespotential requesters), it setst to tl.

Although a node in idle stage does not advertise or participate in sender selection, it
still sends requests or switches channel when needed. When a nodeS is in listen state,
it reacts to the advertisements and “SwitchChannel” messages as described next.

1. Actions taken by a node in listen state on receiving an advertisement.If S receives
an advertisement message that advertises segments it is interested in,S broadcasts
a request message destined to that advertising node.
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2. Actions taken by a node in listen state on receiving a “SwitchChannel” message.
If S receives a “SwitchChannel” message that contains the ID of the segmentS is
interested in receiving,S switches to the data channel for that segment, and as a
result, the idle stage ends.

2.2 Operations on Data Channels

When a nodeS decides to become a sender, it broadcasts a “SwitchChannel” message
for a few times, then switches to the data channel that is assigned to its preferred seg-
ment. When a neighbor node hears a “SwitchChannel” message fromS, if it needs the
segment, it will switch to the corresponding data channel, and turn todownloadstate.

We note that although the sender selection algorithm attempts to keep only one ac-
tive sender in a given neighborhood on each channel, it is possible to have multiple
active senders due to time-varying link properties. Hence, whenS enters the data chan-
nel, it listens to the radio for a short amount of time (say, 1s), which we callpre-forward
state, before it starts forwarding data. IfS hears any message when it is in pre-forward
state, it realizes that another node is currently transmitting data on that data channel.
Hence, it will mask the segment it is going to transmit (to ensure that it will not reenter
this channel immediately), return to the control channel, and start advertising the re-
maining segments. In this case, those nodes that have followedS to this data channel
(switched to this data channel after receivingS’s “SwitchChannel” messages) are left
on this channel. If the nodes are able to receive packets from the current sender, they
will stay on this channel and receive data from the current sender. Otherwise, they will
return to the control channel after a time out.

Gappa uses the a similar loss recovery mechanism as MNP. Each packet has a
unique ID. Each node maintains a bitmap, which we callMissingVector, for each of the
segments it is receiving. Each bit in aMissingVectorcorresponds to a packet. All bits
are initially set to 1. When a node receives a packet in a segment for the first time, it
stores that packet in EEPROM (external storage for motes), and sets the corresponding
bit in the MissingVectorfor that segment to 0. In this way, we guarantee that each
packet in a segment is written to EEPROM only once. Note thatGappa allows nodes
to receive segments that are out of order. Thus, a node might have received several
incomplete segments. It is necessary for a node to maintain bitmaps (MissingVectors)
for all the segments it has not completely received. For simplicity, we assume that the
MissingVectorsare in memory. We note that the extension for storing them on EEPROM
and loading only theMissingVectorfor the segment that is being received in memory is
straightforward.

Each node also maintains aForwardVector, which is a bitmap of the segment that
it is going to transmit, and is an indicator of the packets the node needs to send. When
the pre-forward stage times out, the sender nodeS turns toforward state, and broad-
casts a “StartDownload” message several times.S includes itsForwardVector, which is
initially set to 0 (i.e., all the bits are set to 0), in the “StartDownload” message. When
a node hears a “StartDownload” message, it waits for a short random interval (to avoid
collision with transmissions from other requesters), checks to see if theForwardVec-
tor contained in the “StartDownload” message has already included all the packets it
needs. If so, it keeps silent. Otherwise, it sends a “RequestPackets” message toS. The
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“RequestPackets” message contains its loss information (MissingVector) for this seg-
ment. WhenS receives a “RequestPackets” message, it unions itsForwardVectorwith
theMissingVectorcontained in the message. This updatedForwardVectoris included in
the “StartDownload” message thatS sends next time. In this way,S’s neighbor nodes
are aware of the packetsS is going to send, and hence, will not send requests repeat-
edly. We restrict the length of the segment to be no longer than 128 packets, so that the
maximal size ofMissingVectorandForwardVectoris only 16 bytes, and thus fits into a
radio packet.

After S has transmitted the “StartDownload” message for a few times, it starts trans-
mitting the packets indicated in itsForwardVector. The download process ends when
the receiver receives an “EndDownload” message from the sender. At this point, if the
node has successfully received the whole segment, it includes the segment in the se-
quence it will use in future advertisements. When the download process ends, both the
sender and the receivers return to the control channel, and restart advertising.

It is possible that the receiver never gets the “EndDownload” message. The reason
can be the sender dies or returns to the control channel during pre-forward stage, or
the “EndDownload” messages collide with other messages. To avoid being stuck in
downloadstate, a node indownloadstate always sets a timer when it is waiting for the
next packet. If the timer expires, it returns to the control channel.

As we mentioned earlier, a node masks a segment when it loses in the sender se-
lection for that segment, or when it detects a busy data channel inpre-forwardstate. In
both cases, the node cannot advertise or transmit this segment until the other node has
finished transmitting the segment. Since this node does not know the exact time when
the other node finishes transmitting, it keeps the segment masked for a certain amount
of time. The mask bits are cleared when a node turns to idle stage or starts forwarding
packets on a data channel.

2.3 The State Machine

In Figure 3, we show an overall picture ofGappa. Gappa operates as a state machine.
Also, pseudo code of tasks in advertise stage on control channel can be found in [9].

3 Evaluation

We implementedGappa on TinyOS platform, and evaluated it using TOSSIM [7].
TOSSIM is a discrete event simulator for TinyOS wireless sensor networks. In TOSSIM,
the network is modelled as a directed graph. Each vertex in the graph is a sensor node.
Each edge has a bit-error rate, representing the probability with which a bit can be
corrupted if it is sent along this link.

Radio transmission in TOSSIM is simulated as follows. Each node maintains a vari-
ableradio active, which is set to 0 at the initial state. Every time a node transmits a bit,
it increments theradio activevalues of all its neighbors. In a lossy model, the trans-
mitted bit can be flipped if a bit error occurs. When a node finishes transmitting, it
decrements theradio active values of all its neighbors. A node hears a bit if itsra-
dio activevalue is 1 or greater. Although TOSSIM only models radio transmission on
a shared channel, we can make a few changes so that it also simulates radio transmis-
sion on multiple channels. Towards this end, each sensor node maintains an additional
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Fig. 3. Gappa: the state machine.

frequencyvariable, which is the channel number the node is currently communicat-
ing on. When a node transmits or stops transmitting, it only modifies (increments or
decrements) theradio activevalues of those neighbors that are on the same frequency.
Moreover, when a node switches to a different channel (i.e., changes itsfrequencyvari-
able), itsradio activevariable is reset to 0. Note that the switching channel action can
be taken only when the radio transmission of the node on the current channel is com-
pleted.

We calculate the energy consumption by counting the operations performed during
reprogramming. (Alternatively, we can also use PowerTossim [10] to evaluate power
consumption. However, since each simulation lasts for tens of hours, the trace file gen-
erated during simulation, which is required by PowerTossim in order to compute the
energy usage, becomes too large (of the order of several gigabytes) to process. ) In Ta-
ble 1 (from [11]), we list the costs of various operations on a Mica mote with a pair
of AA batteries. We use Equation 1 to compute the energy consumption E (in joules),
which is the product of charge Q (in coulombs, 1 nAh is the same as 0.0036 coulombs)
and voltage V (in volts).

E = Q · V
= 0.0036 · (20 · nsend + 8 · nreceive + 1250 · tidle

+1.111 · nread + 83.333 · nwrite) · 3
= 0.0108 · (20 · nsend + 8 · nreceive + 1250 · tidle

+2.222 · nsenddata + 83.333 · 2 · nstoredata) (1)

In the above equation,nsend andnreceive are the number of packets transmitted
and received respectively during reprogramming,tidle is a node’s active radio time (in
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Table 1.Charge required by various Mica operations

Operation nAh
Transmitting a packet 20.000
Receiving a packet 8.000
Idle listening for 1 millisecond1.250
EEPROM Read 16 Bytes 1.111
EEPROM Write 16 Bytes 83.333

seconds),nread andnwrite are the number of reads and writes respectively executed
by EEPROM. EEPROM is read and written in 16-byte blocks (lines). Hence, as each
packet has 22 bytes data payload, eachdata packet transmitted involves 2 EEPROM
reads, and each data packet stored corresponds to 2 EEPROM writes, i.e.,nread =
2 · nsenddata, nwrite = 2 · nstoredata, wherensenddata is the number ofdatapackets
transmitted,nstoredata is the number of data packets that are stored in EEPROM.

Equation 1 shows that energy consumption is decided by idle listening time (tidle),
message transmissions (nsend, nsenddata) and receptions (nreceive), and the number
of data packets stored (nstoredata). Among these,nstoredata is decided by the size of
program (divided in packets) to be transmitted, because our algorithm guarantees that
each packet is written to EEPROM only once. Therefore, the key to reducing energy
consumption is to reduce idle listening time and message transmissions and receptions.
Among these, idle listening time (or active radio time) is the most important factor that
affects the energy consumption.

In the current implementation, each segment has 128 data packets.tl and tu are
set to 16 seconds and 512 seconds respectively. The simulations are performed in a grid
topology. Due to the fact that the execution time of each simulation is of order of tens of
hours, we do not provide confidence intervals. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we show how the
algorithm performs under various network settings, specifically program sizes, network
densities, network sizes. In these sections, we assume that initially all the sensors have
received one segment (which is randomly decided) from an UAV. In Section 3.3, we
consider the situation where only a subset of the sensors initially have a segment.

3.1 Varying Program Sizes and Network Densities
Experiment setup 1. (Dense network)In the first set of experiments, we set the dis-
tance between every two neighbor nodes to 10 feet (a dense network). The simulations
were performed in a 20x20 grid topology. We runGappa, MNP and Deluge under the
same network settings. For MNP and Deluge, we assume that initially only the base
station, the node at the bottom-left corner, has the new program. ForGappa, every
node has one segment (randomly chosen from 1 ton, suppose the program hasn seg-
ments) initially. In Figure 4, we compare the completion time, average active radio time
per node, and the average energy consumption per node of these three protocols, under
different program sizes. We find that with the increase of program size, the completion
time, average active radio time, and average energy consumption increase for all these
protocols. Among the three protocols,Gappa has the lowest completion time and en-
ergy consumption. To disseminate a program of the same size,Gappa saves 60-65%
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completion time and 22-33% energy compared to MNP, and saves 81-84% completion
time and 86-88% energy compared to Deluge. In Figure 5, we show the average num-
ber of transmissions and receptions per node in there three protocols. We notice that
the number of transmissions ofGappa is higher than the other two schemes. This is
expected, as gossip based communication allows every node in the network to talk to
each other, rather than require most nodes to listen to a few elected senders. Moreover,
in Gappa, multiple senders are transmitting code in different data channels at the same
time, while a receiver can only receive code in one data channel at a time. As a result,
redundancy increases. Although the overall traffic increases, the traffic is diverted to
different channels.
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Fig. 4. Inter-node distance: 10 feet. (a) completion time (b) average active radio time per node (c)
average energy consumption per node.
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Fig. 5. Inter-node distance: 10 feet. (a) number of messages transmitted per node (b) number of
messages received per node.

Experiment setup 2. (Sparse network)We repeated the same set of experiments
for Gappa, MNP and Deluge on a sparse network, where the distance between two
neighbor nodes is 15 feet. We show the completion time, the average active radio time
per node, and the energy consumption per node of these three protocols in Figure 6.
The results are similar. To reprogram the network with a program of the same size,
Gappa saves 62-70% completion time and 17-26% energy compared to MNP, and
saves 69-75% completion time and 73-81% energy compared to Deluge. In Figure 7,
we show the average number of transmissions and receptions per node.Gappa has
higher transmissions than the other two protocols.

We also comparedGappa with MNP and Deluge in the cases where the base station
is placed in the center of the network and multiple base stations are used. We found that
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Fig. 6. Inter-node distance: 15 feet. (a) completion time (b) average active radio time per node (c)
average energy consumption per node.
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Fig. 7. Inter-node distance: 15 feet. (a) number of messages transmitted per node (b) number of
messages received per node.

Gappa still performs better than these two protocols in these situations. For reason of
space, we refer a reader to [9] for the details of these experiment results.

Additional observations from Experiment setup 1-2. In addition to the average
values, we also study the distributions of active radio time and radio communication.
We consider the case where the program size is 5 segments (14.08KB, 640 packets).
In Figure 8, we compare the active radio time distribution ofGappa and MNP (For
Deluge, all the nodes’s active radio time is the same as completion time). We note that
the distribution of nodes’ active radio time inGappa is more even (ranges from 300-
500s) than the distribution of nodes’ active radio time in MNP (ranges from 200-1000s).
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Fig. 8. Active radio time distribution of (a)Gappa and (b) MNP. Inter-node distance: 10 feet.
Program size: 14KB.

In Figure 9(a), we show the distribution of transmissions. Some nodes transmit more
than others. These nodes aredistinct senders, i.e., they are selected as senders many
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times. Note that these distinct senders are randomly distributed. In Figure 9(b), we
show the reception distribution. We find that the distribution is even.
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Fig. 9. Gappa: message transmissions and receptions. Inter-node distance: 10 feet. (a) transmis-
sions (b) receptions.

In Figure 10, we compare the performance ofGappa at different node densities. We
note thatGappa performs well in both dense networks and sparse networks, although
the performance in a sparse network is slightly better.
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Fig. 10.Gappa: at inter-node distance 10 feet and 15 feet. (a) completion time (b) average active
radio time per node (c) average energy consumption per node.

3.2 Varying Network Sizes

Experiment setup 3. In this section, we fix the inter-node distance to 10 feet and
the program size to 5 segments (14.08KB, 640 packets), and conduct simulation on
different network sizes (10x10, 15x15, 20x20 grid). In Figure 11, we show that the
completion time, average active radio time per node, average energy consumption per
node increase slightly when the network size increases. For example, the completion
time for reprogramming a 15x15 network with a 14KB program is 512 seconds, while
the completion time for reprogramming a 20x20 network with a program of the same
size is only 531 seconds; although the number of nodes almost doubles, the completion
time only increases 3.6%. This shows thatGappa scales well to large networks.

3.3 Varying Number of Seeds

Experiment setup 4. In this section, we study the situation where only a subset of
nodes (seeds) have received a segment (randomly picked one) from an UAV initially.
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Fig. 11.Gappa at different network sizes. Inter-node distance: 10 feet. Program size: 14KB. (a)
completion time and average active radio time per node (b) average energy consumption per node.

Each segment is received by at least one node. We conduct the simulation in a 20x20
network. The inter-node distance is set to 10 feet. The program size is 5 segments
(14.08KB, 640 packets). We randomly select 5, 25, 50, 100, and 200 nodes as the seeds.
The results are shown in Figure 12. For comparison, we also draw the corresponding
results of MNP. We note that even if the nodes that have received one segment from the
UAV are only 1.25% (each segment with exactly one node),Gappa outperforms MNP
in completion time. Additionally, from Figure 4 (a), it also outperforms Deluge.
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Fig. 12.Gappa: varying number of seeds. Inter-node distance: 10 feet. Program size: 14KB. (a)
completion time (b) average active radio time per node (c) average energy consumption per node.

4 Related Work

The existing work on delivering the entire program to all the sensors in the network in-
cludes TinyOS single-hop network reprogramming (XNP) [12] and multihop network
reprogramming approaches, such as MOAP (Multihop Over-the-Air Programming) [3],
Deluge [2], MNP [1], Infuse [4], and Sprinkler [5]. All these approaches assume that
one (or a few) sensor has the entire new program initially, and communicate the new
program to the remaining sensors in the network. By contrast,Gappa is designed for
the scenario where some sensor nodes have received one segment on a selected chan-
nel from an UAV initially, and communicate with each other to receive the remaining
segments.

The only work on multi-channel reprogramming we are aware of is [13], where the
authors present preliminary experiment results (based on 25 nodes). In [13], the authors
propose an algorithm,Multi-Channel Deluge, which divides nodes intogroupsbased
on node ID or geographically, and assigns a channel to each group. Similar to other
existing reprogramming approaches, it also assumes that one or a few source nodes have
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the complete new program, and disseminate the new program to the entire network. In
the algorithm proposed in [13], there are specially marked nodes in group 1 (the default
group), which form a connected dominating set, so that all the nodes in the network can
directly communicate to at least one node belonging to group 1. By contrast, inGappa,
all the nodes are equal. Hence, there is no dependency on special nodes.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presentedGappa, a gossip based multihop reprogramming protocol
for sensor networks, that is designed for the scenario where some sensor nodes receive
one part of the new program from an UAV on a selected channel at the beginning, and
communicate with each other so that all the nodes in the network receive the entire
program after reprogramming. By exploiting multi-channel resources and pipelining
technique,Gappa enables high concurrency on different channels and different loca-
tions, hence, propagates data rapidly. To reduce collisions on each channel,Gappa uses
a multi-channel sender selection algorithm (based on the sender selection algorithm in
MNP), which tries to guarantee that at any neighborhood, at most one sender transmits
on one channel at a time. Among the competing senders on each channel, the multi-
channel sender selection algorithm attempts to select the one whose transmission of
the program on that channel is likely to have the most impact. In the case that a node
loses the sender selection on one channel, it has the option to compete to transmit on
another channel. If all the channels a node can transmit code on are busy, the node stops
advertising for a certain amount of time. During that time, it can choose, based on its
status, to wait to receive code with its radio on, or to turn off radio to save energy. In this
way,Gappa reduces the active radio time of sensor nodes, hence, energy consumption,
during reprogramming.

We evaluatedGappa through simulation on TOSSIM, and compared it with the
other two state-of-art reprogramming protocols, MNP and Deluge, which both assume
that initially only the base station(s) has the entire program. The simulation results show
that under the same network settings, to propagate a program of the same size,Gappa
saves up to 70% of completion time and up to 42% energy consumption compared to
MNP, and saves up to 84% completion time and up to 88% energy consumption com-
pared to Deluge. We also show thatGappa adapts well to different network densities
and network sizes. Moreover, we note thatGappa distributes energy load more evenly.
This is expected to help in maintaining a longer network lifetime.

We also considered the case where only a subset of nodes receive a segment of
code initially. In the simulation, we study the worst cases where only 1.25% to 50% of
nodes have received a part of the code. The simulations results show that even in these
situations,Gappa still outperforms MNP and Deluge in completion time.

We note thatGappa works best in the case where the initial distribution of code
segments is random.Gappa tries to reduce contention and enable high concurrency by
transmitting different segments in their associated channels simultaneously. One pos-
sible extension of this work is to associate one segment to multiple channels. In this
case, our multi-channel sender selection algorithm needs to be modified, so that a node
chooses one channel from a list of available channels (randomly or follow a certain
rule), and indicates its preferred channel it intends to transmit on in its advertisement
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messages. That way, two neighbor nodes that have the same segment can transmit si-
multaneously.
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